
PLANET X PHENOMENON  
The purpose of the illustration is to ascertain the hypothetical planetary trajectory of the Planet X phenomena through. For those that follow astronomy, the Sun travels the Ecliptic and on every September, it traverses through the constellation Virgo. The Moon likewise travels throughout the Ecliptic as to the planets. Around every 

Feast of Trumpets or Fall, there is a close configuration of the book of Revelation 12 imagery; of the Sun in the Virgo’s Head and the Moon in the Feet area. The conjecture is that possibly, Nemesis that includes Planet X (Nibiru) -the Death Star, the Red Dragon will be coming from Leo and will position itself in the constellation  

Hydra (Dragon) apposing Virgo sometime during the coming Tribulation Period. Another speculative configuration would be that the Twin Sun is coming up and behind the Sun to traverse Ophiuchus to be at the ’feet’ of Virgo. Why Planet X is associated with Revelation 12 is that the description of the celestial body exactly matches 

the depiction of the fiery Red Dragon with 7 heads that seeks to devour the Man-Child ready to be birthed from a Virgin. The system is said to have 7 planets and most likely will appear in Virgo. The ‘wings’ of this Giant Dwarf Star will be flared-up as its atmosphere is energized by the solar winds.  
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Nemesis 

Celestial Consequences 

Some believe that national government leaders of the world have been preparing underground bunkers to hide for protection 

because of what is inevitably coming. Based on the book of Revelation, there will be 2 impacts, 1 in the ocean, and on the land. 

Revelation describes the 1st asteroid from Nemesis as ‘a great mountain burning like fire was thrown into the sea. It will  

annihilate a 1/3 of all living creatures on Earth according to the book of Revelation. This planetoid impact will have the potential 

to create a tsunami so large it could topple the largest skyscraper, as the spreading tsunami expands in all directions.  A line of 

mega-waves, hundreds of feet high could potentially destroy many coastal cities on the continents surrounding the impact.  
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